Multi-label image classification is more in line with the real-world applications. This problem is difficult due to the the fact that complex label space makes it hard to get label-level attention regions and deal with semantic relationships among labels. Common deep network-based methods utilize CNN to extract features and consider the labels as a sequence or a graph, thus handling the label correlations with RNN or graph-theoretical algorithms. In this paper, we propose a novel CNN-RNN-based model, bi-modal multi-label learning(BMML) framework. Firstly, an improved channel-wise attention mechanism is presented to propose regional attention maps and connect them to relative labels. After that, based on the assumption that objects in a semantic scene always have high-level relevance among visual and textual corpus, we further embed the labels through different pre-trained language models and determine the label sequence in a ''semantic space'' constructed on large-scale textual data, thereby handling the labels in their semantic context. In addition, a cross-modal feature aligning module is introduced in BMML framework. Experimental results show that BMML is able to achieve better accuracies then those mainstream multi-label classification methods on several benchmark data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compared with single-label, multi-class image recognition problem which can be excellently solved by advanced convolutional neural network(CNN)-based models, multi-label classification is still a challenging topic. Considering the fact that many real-world visual processing issue can be regarded as a multi-label problem, it is a valuable research topic to mine the multiple and rich semantic information from pictures.
In multi-label categorization tasks, the main issue is to perceive label-level features, then match related labels to pictures. Because of shelter, shadow and other noises in real-world scenarios, some inconspicuous objects may be ignored or misclassified by machine learning models. For this, scholars carried out a plenty of valuable research The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Li He . works. Classical methods employ hand-crafted descriptors(like SIFT [4] , HOG [5] or Gabor [6] ) and matched encoding schemes(like BoVW [7] ) to model images. Based on it, several binary or multi-class classifiers are modified for multi-label problems, e.g., Rank-SVM [8] . Most of them consider labels as a sequence or a graph, then predict related labels by rank or graph theoretical-based inference. These years, it has been demonstrated that deep neural networks have a stronger ability to extract features from images and texts. These CNN-based models can effectively handle onelabel image classification. Similar to conventional computer vision methods, many adjustments are also introduced in deep learning algorithms for multi-label image annotation. For algorithms like this, extracting label-level visual features and exploiting label dependencies are two key points.
Attention mechanism is one of the most popular strategies to select visual regions (or words in neural language models) of interest and determine their weights [9] - [11] . FIGURE 1. t-SNE [1] visualization of visual representations by our strategy, label embeddings by GloVe [2] and Bert [3] about 4 different scenes. The feature distributions of associated labels have certain internally consistent in different modes.
In multi-label issues, since the label space may be large and complex in some real-world data sets, the proposed attention regions would be vague and even overlap with each other. In this paper, we introduce an improved channelwise attention mechanism to concentrate sensitive response area, thereby determining the weights and relative labels appropriately.
There are also many valuable works aiming to take advantage of label relationships. Wang et al. proposed the famous approach, CNN-RNN framework [12] , creatively utilizing LSTM(Long Short-Term Memory [13] ) to predict ordered labels. In [14] , structured knowledge graph is applied to describe label relationships. Considering the difficulties to build appropriate graph-based knowledge representation in some vertical applications, we mainly focus on the strategies which handle labels as a sequence. Existing works sort the labels by their frequency [12] or make ''soft labels'' by softmax outputs [15] . Recently, the research progress in neural language processing area shows that large pretrained language models on massive corpus, like Bert [3] or Elmo [16] , can even have a better performance than those specially trained language models on particular text. Inspired by this, we construct the initial label sequence according to semantic similarity of label vectors generated by these language models.
Is reasonable to believe that perceptual ability can be improved if we can extract visual features effectively and inject semantic information from labels into visual features. In this article, we hold the opinion that objects in one scene are highly correlated with each other, and their labels can be projected in a semantic space associated with visual features. We introduce an improved multi-attention mechanism for label-level visual representation by channel-wise grouping and weak classification at first. In addition, based on the assumption that cross-modal distribution of concepts will be consistent if the visual and text corpus are large enough, we also propose a ''semantic sequence strategy'' and embed labels through advanced language models. This is the socalled ''bi-modal learning''. It can be vividly demonstrated in FIGURE 1, related label-level feature vectors in a special semantic scene, ''bedroom'' or ''sea'', will be close to each other, and far away from others by our cross-modal projection.
The main contributions of this paper can be listed as follows:
1) We propose a novel Bi-modal Multi-Label learning (BMML) framework for multi-label image classification. In this pipeline, channel-wise attention mechanism is applied to select image patches sensitive to relative labels. These extracted label-level features are sorted out by a ''semantic sequence'' and utilized to train a LSTM [13] predictor. 2) Inspired by the attention mechanism effective in fine-grained image classification [9] , we present an improved multi-attention mechanism and firstly apply it into multi-label problems. In this mechanism, label-level attention parts are generated by channel grouping. We select the parts with higher response value associated with multiple, duplicate or different labels, and also introduce channel-wise pooling to balance the features among different labels. 3) An improved label embedding and ordering strategy, Semantic Sequence(SS) strategy is introduced in this article. The strategy learns label relations in a sematic space, embedding labels from pre-trained language models and ordering labels by their semantic similarities. In this ''semantic space'', LSTM trained by SS strategy can distinguish those un-conspicuous objects accurately. 4) The relevance between the representations of visual objects and text entities are enhanced by a Cross-Modal Alignment Deep Encoder(CMA). We design an improved loss for it. This cross-modal feature alignment strategy can effectively improve the performance of BMML. 5) Sufficient experiments are carried out on public data sets like MS-COCO [17] and NUS-WIDE [18] . Results show that our method is able to achieve better accuracies. The paper is organized in the 5 sections. In section 2, related works are summarized briefly. The proposed BMML framework is introduced and discussed comprehensively in Section 3. Experimental analysis and the conclusion are given in section 4 and section 5 respectively.
II. RELATED WORK A. MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION
There are 2 main groups of methods for multi-label classification. The first group is to adjust the problem and design new data sets, thereby utilizing existing binary or multiclass classifiers to deal with multi-label problems [19] . Typical methods include ''Binary Relevance'', designing binary classifiers for all the labels [20] , or ''Ranking by Pairwise Comparison'', putting the relevant labels in front of irrelevant ones with binary classifier in related subsets [21] . Besides, ''Label Powerset(LP)'' method considered each label set as a new label, like ''Random-K-labelset'' method, selecting k labels and made subsets with samples associated with these labels, than employed LP method to fulfill multi-label classification [22] .
Another group of methods is to modify the algorithms, like RankSVM [8] , using ranking loss and maximizing the ''margin'' between the related labels and others. Other typical modified algorithms for multi-label tasks include ML-RBF [23] , ML-kNN [24] and ML-ELM [25] . Deep Neural Network(DNN)-based models are also belonging to this group and the most common strategy is adjusting the last softmax layer, then adopting binary crossentropy(BCE) loss [26] for the network.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION, REGION PROPOSAL AND ATTENTION MECHANISM
For image processing problems, appropriate feature extraction and region proposal method can effectively improve the algorithms' performance. Classical methods utilized handcrafted feature descriptors, like HOG [5] and SIFT [4] . Based on it, several feature coding schemes, like BoVW(Bag of Visual Words) [7] and sparse coding [27] , can model and represent each picture with coded regions for classifiers.
Recently, Deep Neural Network(DNN)-based models, e.g., Convolutional Neural Network(CNN), show superior performance on feature representation with massive data [28] - [30] . There are also many valuable CNN frameworks for multi-label tasks. Among these CNN-based algorithms, one important issue is to connect image elements (patches and channels) to related labels. Reference [31] assigned labels into different sets by semantic topics, and then trained the CNN with different channel groups associated with these topics in order to make the model suitable for multi-label problems. [32] utilized a channel-wise attention mechanism [33] , adaptively select sensitive elements for multiple labels. Reference [34] presented a spatial regularization strategy for label-level attention maps. In this paper, we focus on those advanced attention strategies [9] , [11] and try to apply them into multi-label pictures so as to generate suitable label-level attention regions.
C. LABEL RELATION EXPLOITATION AND LABEL EMBEDDING
Another key point for multi-label visual processing tasks is to deal with label relationships and exploit them for classification. This can help to distinguish similar but different objects in different contexts and reduce missing labels.
Generally speaking, label relations can be regarded as a sequence or a graph. Reference [12] proposed the ground-breaking architecture, CNN-RNN, embedding labels as a frequency-based sequence. Reference [15] developed this work by adopting probability-based ''soft labels'', building the adaptive, order-free sequence for multi-label images. In [32] , cross entropy loss was adopted in LSTM [13] and the label prediction work can be converted to a order-based probabilistic inference problem, instead of the beam search in [12] .
The model in [14] is typical graph-based methods. In this model, labels are represented by a structured knowledge graph using the popular lexical database, WordNet [35] . Recently, Graph Neural Network(GNN) is also applied in multi-label classification, modeling tags as nodes in a fullyconnected graph [26] . In addition, graph-theoretic method can also work well in region matching and label prediction [36] . Apart from these, in [37] , multi-instance learning is utilized to analyze different label(object) bags.
We handle labels as a sequence to exploit their relationships. Different from existing methods determine the order by frequency or probability, in this article, a ''semantic sequence'' based on label embedding is proposed and the method would be described in Section 3.2. Label embedding have been widely utilized in zero-short learning and multi-label learning. This strategy try to model the semantic relations between tags. Based on the assumption that image embeddings would be closely correlated with label embeddings generated by appropriate function, pictures can be annotated by refactoring and matching in the shared space. Classical methods applied kernel trick [38] to map labels to a high dimensional, nonlinear space. With the development of neural language processing technologies, several unsupervised language representation models are utilized to embed labels [39] - [41] . Pre-trained on large text corpora, e.g., Wikipedia, these advanced language models can generate distributed vectors for all the words in the corpora including picture tags and attributes. Word2vec [42] , GloVe [2] , Elmo [16] and Bert [3] are popular text representation models in these years.
D. MULTI-MODAL LEARNING
In real-world applications, ''Big Data'' are always from different media, perceived by different sensors and with different structures. Those methods aiming to analyze these data(or translate them cross-modal) can be regarded as multi-modal learning methods. In general, multi-modal data can be composed of texts, sounds and pictures generated from different sensors. In multi-modal learning, one important issue is to match samples and align attributes from different modes, e.g., one object ''blue bird'' in pictures or texts.
From this perspective, bi-modal learning can be regarded as an effective label embedding strategy which can align concepts between feature space(images) and label space(texts) by a learned cross-modal projection.
Common multi-modal learning methods include Canonical Correlation Analysis(CCA) [43] , Multi-Kernel learning [44] , Common Subspace Learning [45] and Co-Training [46] . In this article, pictures and texts(labels or captions) are 2 modes of interest for multi-label categorization tasks. In [31] , image captions are utilized as another source in addition to pictures for classification. Considering that large captions in a special visual alignment may be scarce, the pre-trained language models like Bert [3] , etc. can be good semantic resources for multi-label classification if they can be further mapped appropriately by multi-modal learning.
III. BI-MODAL MULTI-LABEL LEARNING FRAMEWORK
The proposed Bi-modal Multi-Label Learning(BMML) framework is shown in FIGURE 2. BMML composes of 4 parts: a CNN based image feature extractor with channelwise label-level attention mechanism, pre-trained language model for label embedding and ranking, a feature alignment module for feature vectors between two modes and a LSTM [13] label predictor.
A. FEATURE REPRESENTATION WITH CHANNEL-WISE LABEL-LEVEL ATTENTIONS
Attention mechanism is inspired by visual attention phenomenon in people's perception for visual signals. These years, it has been widely utilized in CNN based visual processing tasks. After representation learning, attention layer can adaptively select those sensitive parts for classification and make them conspicuous. For multi-label pictures with a complex label space, due to the various relationships between objects and their locations, some attention parts may be obscure and they are more likely to overlap with each other. Zheng et al. proposed an advanced and effective channel-wise multi-attention CNN(MA-CNN) [9] for fine-grained classification [9] . Considering that the visual response is different in different channels for each label, in this paper, we improve MA-CNN [9] and apply it in multi-label problem.
In MA-CNN [9] , channels are clustered according to feature vectors as (1)
where t i x , t i y are coordinates of the peak value in this channel for No.i image in training set and is the number of training samples. This grouping method is reasonable since the main objective of attention mechanism is to find regions with higher response values for given label(or labels in multi-label task).
The clustering is implemented by a group of fullyconnected(FC) layers, F(·), which can regress the permutation over channels, as equation (2), (3) and (4),
where f i (·) is the extracted CNN features of input samples X; W means CNN parameters; d i (X) is a weight vector for all the channels and the vector can map channels to different clusters.
In the training, this FC layer is initialized by a supervision shown in equation (5),
where 1{·} is a function which equals 1 if the jth channel is clustered into the ith group(attention part) and 0 otherwise. Equation () can be obtained by K-means algorithm. After initialization, the FC layer will be optimized during the training process.
The No. i part attention map, or the ''mask'', is shown in equation (6),
where j is the serial number of channels; d j is a scalar and [•] j is a matrix; there is a multiplication between d j and [•] j . With this attention map, the final visual representation for the related part can be written as equation (7),
where the dot product means element-wise multiplication. It should be mentioned that MA-CNN [9] is designed for fine-grained classification. The mechanism can adaptively select sensitive parts but can not recognize them. In multilabel pictures, there may be more than one objects associated with same labels. It is also possible that 2 attention parts are sensitive to one object with visual saliency. As a result, MA-CNN [9] is likely to detect more than 1 attention parts correlated with one label as shown in FIGURE 3.
From FIGURE. 3, it can be seen that MA-CNN [9] obtained different attention parts for different cars, trees and horses in the picture. For ''person'' and ''motor bike'', MA-CNN [9] extracted their different parts. How to choose valuable attention parts is important for the utilization of MA-CNN [9] in the proposed BMML framework. In this paper, we propose an improved attention method based on MA-CNN [9] . In the initial phrase, pre-trained CNN classifier(Fine-tuned ResNet101 on different multi-label data sets) is employed to predict related labels for different attention parts in complex multi-label pictures, as equation (8),
where Y i is the predicted label for the No.i attention part, V is the pre-trained CNN predictor. The attention part with higher output value will be picked and other redundant parts are omitted. We employ this selected attention map to extract label level visual features. This is another difference between the labellevel attention in BMML and the attention mechanism in MA-CNN [9] .
Note that the prediction in this section is only valid for those significant parts with higher response values. For those attention parts with lower response values(they are more likely to be categorized into a wrong label), we employ Bi-Modal learning to make more analyse. The Bi-Modal learning strategy will be described in section 3.2. FIGURE 4 demonstrates the process of selecting attention masks.
We use the similar loss function and optimization strategy as [9] . The loss function can be written as equation (9), where Y denotes the predicted labels and Y * are the ground truth labels; L cls means the classification loss; L cng is the channel grouping loss which can be written as equations (10), (11) and (12),
where Dis(M i ) and Div(M i ) are distance and diversity functions respectively; (x, y) are coordinates in the attention map M i , m i (·) produces the related response; λ is a weight; mrg means margin; i and k are serial numbers for part attentions associated with different labels.
B. LABEL-LEVEL CHANNEL-WISE POOLING
Channel grouping plays an important role in MA-CNN [9] which can effectively extract label-level attention maps. It is demonstrated in FIGURE 5 , the clustered channels constitute different attention maps associated with labels. MA-CNN [9] based feature extracting method is very effective in fine-grained classification. In multi-label tasks, due to the fact that the attention parts are sensitive with more than one regions or objects in the picture, there would be an imbalance among different channel groups. This is more likely to bring bias in the responses. For the typical picture, No.000000034246 in MS-COCO [17] , MA-CNN [9] proposed 15 attention parts with different channels for 6 labels, as recorded in TABLE 1.
As listed in TABLE 1, after grouping, the number of channels associated with a special attention part is significantly different with others. In order to avoid the bias from the disproportion in channel clusters, we introduce channel-wise pooling for original MA-CNN [9] in BMML framework, as equation (13),
where P i (X) denotes the extracted feature associated with No.i attention mask, M i (equation (10)); j is the serial number of channels in one cluster; d j is the weight as written in equation (4) (in page 4); W denotes CNN parameters; the dot product means element-wise multiplication. It can be seen in FIGURE 6 (a) and FIGURE 6 (b), after channel-wise pooling, the label-level visual representations about 4 different visual scenes (in FIGURE 1) become farther with each other, especially for those labels in different scenes. For labels in a same scene, the visual representations become closer with each other and also keep an appropriate distance. 
C. BI-MODAL LEARNING WITH SEMANTIC SEQUENCE FOR LABEL RECHECK
In multi-label classification, a difficult work is to perceive un-conspicuous objects. With the label-level, channel-wise attention mechanism mentioned in section 3.1, the proposed BMML framework can adaptively select those valuable regions and annotate them by a pre-trained CNN initially. This prediction is valid for conspicuous objects but unstable for un-conspicuous objects. There are also some objects with similar visual features, like fruits and balls [31] . If these unconspicuous and easily-confused objects can be distinguished in a semantic context, the true labels will be easier to be annotated. Based on the assumption that the semantic concepts are consistent between different modes, in BMML, we construct the semantic space according advanced language models and handle the label relationships by LSTM [13] with a semantic sequence.
Existing works determine the label sequence by labels' frequency of occurrence, or response values by classifiers. Their works show that the label relationships are of great value for the recognition for multi-label pictures. Inspired by the advances in zero-short learning [39] , [40] , we list the labels by their semantic vectors which are generated by language models trained on large text corpus. Recent developments in natural language processing show that the un-supervised language representation models with massive corpus are able to gain outstanding performance, even better than the specially designed networks.
In this paper, we use the classical word representation method, GloVe(Global Vectors for Word Representation) [2] , and the advanced language model in these years, Bert [3] , to generate the label embeddings. After this, the label sequence can be determined by their semantic similarity. The label with highest response value is selected as the start of each sequence. The next one is the label closest to the start in the pre-trained semantic space. We simply choose cosine distance to measure similarities. Then the label sequence can be used to train the LSTM [13] predictor. Original LSTM [13] with cross entropy loss is adopted in this article. Then the loss of BMML can be written as (14) , (14) where L LSTM denotes the loss of LSTM [13] predictor.
D. CROSS-MODAL ALIGNMENT
In this article, we design a Cross-Modal Alignment Deep Encoder(CMA) to alignment concepts and features among visual and text modes.
The CMA mapping is inspired by CCA [43] and DCCA [47] . In classical statistical learning, CCA [43] is utilized to further project visual features so as to make it close to label vectors. The main goal of CCA [43] is to find the projection vectors, ω a and ω b , for 2 variables, A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } and B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n }. In this projection, the correlation coefficient about A and B is maximum, as equation (15),
where C denotes covariance matrix. Lagrangian multiplier method is employed to solve equation (15) . We consider the CNN features attracted by label-level attention masks as one variable, and the related label embeddings as another one. Then, the visual features and embedded labels can be projected in a shared space by linear CCA mapping. The aligned visual representation can be written as equation (16),
where ω T x is the projection vector, P i (X) is the extracted visual feature by equation (13) .
In view of the high fitting ability of deep neural networks, the linear projection in original CCA is replaced. We design deep model based mapping in this article, adopting L2 loss to enhance visual features. The loss can be written as equation (17),
where F a is an encoder for further feature alignment; X V is visual feature from attentional CNN mentioned in section 3.1; X L is embedded label as mentioned in 3.2. VOLUME 8, 2020 Therefore the loss of BMML is improved from equation (14) to (18) , (18) where Y denotes the predicted labels and Y * are the ground truth labels; L cls means the classification loss; L cng is the channel grouping loss; L LSTM is the loss of LSTM [13] predictor.
The results of cross-modal alignment are also shown in FIGURE 6. After alignment to label vectors, the label-level visual representations in a same scene become further closer, like ''cloud'' and ''sky'', ''traffic line'' and ''traffic light'', ''car'' and ''bus'' in FIGURE 6 (c). It seems that the semantic information is integrated in visual vectors. In the experiment about FIGURE 6, we adopt Bert [3] to embed labels. If there are more than one words in a label, we use the mean vector of these words.
It should be mentioned that we carried out 2 groups of alternative training for channel grouping network and crossmodal alignment encoder. The first is to optimize CNN-based feature extractor (e.g. convolution kernels of ResNet101 [30] ) and the fully connected network for channel grouping. The second is to optimize CNN parameters for both feature extractor and cross-modal alignment deep encoder. Considering that they are 2 different optimizations, we also save 2 models, model1 and model2, during different processes so as to avoid the instability and non-convergence, as shown in FIGURE 7. Channel grouping network will provide instructions for CMA by propose label-level, channel-wise attention parts.
E. TRAINING AND TESTING DETAILS FOR BMML
As mentioned in Section 3.1 and 3.4, we use alternative training for attention proposal network with loss L cls and L cng . After the attention maps are obtained, we only train once for LSTM [13] predictor.
In the training, those projected visual vectors will be feeded to LSTM [13] cells. In the testing, we select the outputs with higher response values(bigger than a presupposed value generated in softmax layer, or top N outputs) in the sequence, then utilize LSTM [13] to predict the complete sequence. If the un-conspicuous label(with the response value less than the threshold or not in the top N labels, but also proposed by MA-CNN [9] ) is in the predicted sequence, we consider it is positive.
The main steps of proposed Bi-Modal learning strategy can be listed as follows.
Training:
Step 1: Extract label-level features by channel-wise attention mechanism as mentioned in section 3.1; match the attention parts to labels by pre-trained CNN;
Step 2: Determine label orders by cosine similarities of label vectors generated by the language model; the label with highest response value is selected as the beginning of the sequence; the next will be the label nearest to the last one in semantic space;
Step 3: Align cross-modal features by CMA as analyzed in section 3.4;
Step 4: Feed the aligned CNN features to LSTM [13] cells one by one as the sequence obtained in Step 3; train LSTM [13] with cross-entropy loss.
Testing:
Step 1: Extract the label-level features by the channelwise attention mechanism as mentioned in section 3.1; match the attention parts to labels by pre-trained CNN; labels with higher response value are regarded as credible labels; other labels will be rechecked by LSTM [13] ;
Step 2: Align cross-modal features by the trained CMA (model2 in Fig.6 );
Step 3: Feed the aligned visual features associated with credible labels to LSTM [13] cells along with the sequence obtained in training process(by pre-trained language models); the label with highest response value is selected as the beginning of the sequence;
Step 4: Utilize the trained LSTM [13] to predict the complete sequence; if one perceived label with lower response value is in the predicted sequence, the label can be regarded as positive one.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATA SETS, BASELINES AND METRICS
Three benchmark data sets, NUS-WIDE [18] , MS-COCO [17] , and PASCAL VOC2007 [48] , are employed for the evaluation of proposed BMML. Besides, several advanced models, CNN-RNN [12] , WARP [49] , LSEP [50] , RLSD [51] , RNN-Attention [10] , Atten-Reinforce [11] and ML-GCN [52] are selected as the comparisons. CNN-RNN [12] is typical deep network based multilabel classification algorithm which extract visual features by CNN, then deal with label dependencies by RNN. In CNN-RNN [12] , label dependencies is determined by their frequencies of occurrence. WARP [49] is an excellent CNN based classifier which introduced a weighted approximate ranking strategy to optimize the accuracy of top-k tags in the picture. There is no RNN or other structures for taking advantage of label relationships in WARP [49] . LSEP [50] further improved the pair-wise loss and proposed a smooth approximation. In LSEP [50] , the weighting function for topk tags can be omitted.
RLSD [51] , RNN-Attention [10] and Atten-Reinforce [11] are 3 remarkable models in the past 3 years. RLSD [51] denotes regional latent semantic dependencies. The model introduced fully convolutional localization layer to generate grides which can localize the regions containing multiple and highly dependent labels. RNN-Attention [10] and Atten-Reinforce [11] designed different attention mechanisms. Spatial transformer layer is embedded in RNN-Attention [10] model to locate attentional regions, while Atten-Reinforce [11] model proposed a recurrent attention reinforcement learning framework to handle informative regions.
Label dependencies are modeled as a directed graph in ML-GCN [52] which designed a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) in addition to CNN-based visual representation learning. As far as we know, ML-GCN [52] achieved stateof-art performance on MS-COCO [17] and VOC2007 [48] . In ML-GCN [52] , GloVe [2] is utilized to generate label vectors. We select both GloVe [2] and Bert [3] to embed labels in this article to evaluate the performance of ML-GCN [52] and BMML.
Similar to [50] , we use overall precision(OP) and overall recall(OR), per-class precision(CP) and per-class recall(CR) as metrics. Based on them, overall F1(OF1) and per-class F1(CF1) can be obtained for each class or all the data sets. The formulas for OP, OR, CP and CR can be written as follows,
where N a i is number of pictures that is accurately matched to No.i label; N p i is the number of pictures which are predicted to be associated with the No.i label by the classifiers; N g i denotes the number of ground-truth pictures with No.i label; c is the number of labels.
We also use average precision(AP) to assess the performance of different models.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We carried out 2 groups of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of BMML. These experiments are performed on a server with two Intel Xeon(R) E5-2640K CPUs @2.4GHz, a 64GB RAM and two 11GB GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPUs. Our development environment is Pycharm on Ubuntu 18.04.1. TensorFlow1.12 deep learning platform is adopted. ResNet101 [30] is selected as the feature extractor in the experiments on NUS-WIDE [18] and MS-COCO [17] . The deep encoder for cross modal alignment, F a , is implemented by ResNet50. For label embedding and related label sequences, we employ 2 typical pre-trained language models, basic word representation model, GloVe [2] , and the state of the art, Bert [3] . On PASCAL VOC2007 [48] , considering fair comparison, we also utilize VGG-16 [29] as the backbone network.
The parameters for training are set as this: batchsize, 50; learning-rate, 0.0001; epoch, 6000; learning-ratedecay, 0.99. LeakyRelu is applied as the activation function in order to avoid the vanishing gradient. We also introduce the batch-normalization strategy to prevent over-fitting.
We use 1024-D vectors for cross-modal alignment in BMML. For visual representation, t-SNE [1] is applied to reduce dimension. For ML-GCN, both 300-D GloVe [2] and 1024-D Bert [3] are selected for label embedding, a little bigger than common language representation models. [18] is frequently-used benchmark data set with 269648 real-world web images and 5,018 unique tags presented by National University of Singapore. There are 6 types of classical feature descriptor in the data set including color histogram and SIFT. In this paper, we use CNN-based features from original images. 150,000 images are used for training and 50261 images are used for testing. After the combination of tags according to their concepts, like [49] , we use 81 valid categories.
C. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON NUS-WIDE

NUS-WIDE
In the tables, P denotes ''Pooling''(Section 3.2); A denotes ''Alignment''(Section 3.4). As recorded in TABLE 2, the methods with top-K strategy, like WARP [49] and LSEP [50] , have better performance than ResNet-101 [30] and a similar performance to CNN-RNN [12] . This illustrates that the modification on loss function enable models have better perception ability than backbone. RNN-based models can take good use of label dependencies. The performance of ML-GCN [52] is superior to other existing models. With the development of language models, from GloVe [2] to Bert [3] , the performance of ML-GCN [52] boost. The label-level channel-wise pooling and cross-modal feature alignment strategies can improve BMML effectively. With same label embedding strategies, BMML(BMML-Bert-A and BMML-Bert-A-P) has a better performance than ML-GCN [52] in almost all the metrics. FIGURE 8 shows average precision-recall curves of different models on NUS-WIDE [18] . ML-GCN [52] , LSEP [50] and BMML have bigger under-curve areas than other models. The curves of these 3 curves cross with each other, while BMML has a higher BEP(Break-Even Point). [17] is another large scale benchmark data set for many computer vision tasks and it is also very effective to evaluate models for multi-label classification. In this one, we use 82081 images for training and 40137 images for testing. Different from NUS-WIDE [18] and VOC2007 [48] , there are additional caption corpus in MS-COCO [17] , 5 sentences for each picture.
D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON MS-COCO
MS-COCO
We further train Bert [3] using those caption corpus for MS-COCO [17] , building models like BMML-Bert-C(Caption), BMML-Bert-C(Caption)-P(Pooling) and BMML-Bert-C(Caption)-P(Pooling)-A(Alignment).
The results show that the relevant corpus are able to improve those label embedding modes in BMML. BMML-Bert-C-A-P model performs best on almost all the metrics. Compared to original MA-CNN [9] in BMML-Bert, the improved attention mechanism presented in this paper is more effective, especially the cross-modal alignment strategy (A) which enhances the performance obviously. Our BMML can take a good use of multi-modal data, mining the information from textual corpus and image captions. BMML also supports progressive training with related captions on targeted data set.
It can be seen in FIGURE 9, LSEP [50] , ML-GCN [52] and our BMML(BMML-Bert-C-A-P) outperform other classical methods. The curve from BMML can almost wrap all the other curves, close to ML-GCN [52] . Our BEP is better, too.
We pick same qualitative results from MS-COCO [17] and show them in FIGURE 10. It can be seen that our model has a good ability to predict those inconspicuous objects, like the ''car'' in (b), ''cell phone'' in (c), ''sports ball'' in (e), with the consideration of cross-modal sematic information. BMML can also distinguish those objects with similar visual features semantically in a special scene and select the right one, like the ''bench'' from ''chair'' in (a), ''chair'' from ''wheel chair'' in (e). For those labels with a relatively far ''semantic distance'', like ''wine glass'' in (d), the kitchen, BMML fails to predict it. It suggests that language models for label embedding plays a important role in BMML.
E. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON PASCAL VOC2007
PASCAL VOC2007 [48] is a medium data set with 9963 labeled images, 20 classes and 24,640 annotated objects. In our experiments, there are 5011 images in training set, 4952 images in testing set. In order to compare different algorithms fairly, like [52] , we mainly employ VGG-16 [29] to extract image features and enhance them cross-modally. Because the number of categories is smaller than other data sets in PASCAL VOC2007 [48] , we use it to evaluate the performance of different models in different classes, as TABLE 4. As demonstrated in TABLE 4, the introduction of attention mechanism make RNN-Attention [10] and Atten-Reinforce [11] have a better performance than CNN-RNN [12] , RLSD [51] and original VGG [29] in almost all the categories. ML-GCN [52] also performs better than RNN-Attention [10] and Atten-Reinforce [11] . Our model performs best in most categories expect ''aeroplane'', ''cat'', ''horse'' and ''train''. This is possibly because the tags in this data set is relatively less especially those pictures associated with these categories, and the sematic information during the label sequence is limited in this kind of images, as FIGURE 11. 
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel BMML framework for multi-label image classification. In this framework, we present an improved attention mechanism for label-level feature extraction. Channel-wise pooling is introduced to balance the response value of different attention parts. In order to acquire related labels as much as possible, we further introduce an improved cross-modal alignment loss, enhancing the ''semantic information'' in visual representations and label sequences.
BMML has a stronger ability in the perception of those not obvious objects in pictures since it can process the labellevel features in a whole scene and take advantage of label dependencies more effectively and semantically. Experimental results show that our BMML obtained outstanding performance on several benchmark data sets.
